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1 of 1 review helpful Very informative book By melissa hedden I am a beginner rock hound and this book is super 
informative for me Photography is of rough field found specimens which helps much more than a book of polished 
gems The only thing I would add would be more images of specific rocks like agates as they apparently can have all 
kinds of different colors and appearances depending on where you find them I will ke Rocks Gems and Minerals is a 
field guide to nbsp 80 of the nbsp most common and sought after nbsp rocks gems and minerals hidden throughout 
North America Conveniently sized to fit in your pocket and featuring full color detailed nbsp photographs this 
informative nbsp guide makes nbsp it easy to identify nbsp rocks in your backyard and beyond Also included is nbsp 
an introduction that covers fundamental About the Author Garret Romaine an avid rockhound fossil collector and gem 
hunter is the author of Gem Trails of Oregon Gem Trails of Washington and Rockhounding Idaho FalconGuides as 
well a 
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